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Pilgrims should always have extraordinarily lovely shoes. —Glenn Parker, fragment, Bird Full 
of Rain
 
I am a woman but I am not
The same as another woman.
—Dorothea Lasky, “Philosophies”
 
DEDICATION PAGE
 
Last year, Chris King published a funny, sad, beautiful little book of poems called Shape of a 
Man. Though he had an equally fine manuscript called Shape of a Woman, he was generous 
enough to offer me the chance to write the counterpoint to his book. As a dear friend and 
spiritual brother he’d get a thanks here anyway, but without his confidence in this project 
(as well as his patience and his great editing and feedback) this book would not exist. Scott 
Intagliata was equally generous with his time and encouragement, as well as with crackerjack 
copyediting of the final manuscript. He also spearheaded, with Jacque Brown of St. Louis Curio 
Shoppe, the IndieGoGo campaign to cover the publishing costs—no small undertaking. Amy 
VanDonsel was also there from the get-go, offering encouragement as well as her amazing art 
as perks for the fundraising effort. In addition, Kevin Belford created a gorgeous poetry video 
for the IndieGoGo page; John Eiler generously took time to do the layout; and Eric Woods of 
Firecracker Press, who designed and printed the book, did his usual astonishing work. Also 
many thanks to Erin Wiles of Bad Shoe, Jen Woods of The Lumberyard, and Andrea Perkins of 
Otis Nebula, who have been supportive editors and publishers of individual poems, some which 
appear here. 
 
This book would also not exist without the encouragement and support of the mighty Thom 
Fletcher, who had to ask if he was the inspiration for any of the underworld boyfriend poems. 
And I was able to tell him, emphatically: No! A couple are amalgams of people I have known 
(not dated) or historical figures, but they are, as a rule, fictions.  
 
“Catalpa,” and versions of “Pseudoparacelsus,” and “The Thaumaturge,” previously appeared in 
Bad Shoe. “Forest” is written in the Otis form, pioneered by the Otis Nebula collective; “Winter 
Pastoral” began its life as an Otis, published at otisnebula.com. “Stardust in a Phrygian Key,” 
previously appeared in The Lumberyard. The “Tiny Outfit” poems were inspired by artist Shelly 
Turley’s painting series of the same name.
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First Door: Panderers and Seducers
 
Tiny Outfit No. 1 (Borrowed)
 
On the midway, lost:
She’s a Cipher
blinking against
light and too much light,
shimmering in cascade
 
on the coaster’s hills,
the whirl of the Zipper,
the zip of the Whip,
 
the Waltzer, the Spin Out,
the sick drop of the Looper,
Wheelbase for moonstruck,
Dazzle, Dazzle, Huzzah.
 
Rip and drop, admits one.
Razor the nimbus, your dreary
highness. Roll yourself in
flour. Crown your mousy
head with crackling flowers.
 
No firearms, no ugly sticks allowed.
No blank to shoot, a blank to fill.
Wash a starry knife in vinegar,
a damask knife, with roses in the blade.
The fire’s growing high. The shadows
leap and fall on the walls of



the carnival tent.
 
You have nowhere else to go, see?
Eventually, everything burns.
You are a zero, an oxygen eater,
a zed, a zot, a gray speck on a mirror.
We promise you a rose garden,
a way to flay your blank and ordinary self.
 
Remit your ticket, royal blankness.
There is no repentance, no remembering
of what you were before. Shake out your
wilty hands, then shut the door.
 
Boyfriend: The Dandy
 
His threads all spun from the filaments
of a cold and pulsing nebula,
His cufflinks carved from
bleeding minerals, mined from a dead star.
 
His closet: a stone labyrinth
filled with wind,
sending the wooden hangers
clattering
 
as fleecy blue suits
grumble at each other
in the dark.
 
There’s a box of glass eyes
he pulls out to match to his ties.
He likes the feel of marbles
in his sockets.
 
His favorite pair lights up
like green glass bottles
flashing in headlights
strobing an alley.
 



Keyhole: Emergency Mockingbird
 
She sings one thousand songs a night.
She sings the blurry fretting of night doves.
She sings stuck hinges, worrying in their own way,
and the dog testing his bark in the cold dusk.
 
She’s all small gray birds, the ones you spy
peripheral
tail seesawing the fence-line
as you sift through mail on the porch.
 
When the summer climbs its sine curve
of heat, and the lawn begins to singe—
the season you can never sleep—she
sits on the roof, singing to you, the same tune
over and over: that one
about someone stealing your car.
 
She remembers your face, even on days
when you don’t. She is up on the phone pole,
watching you curse your garbagey life
when you lock keys in the car.
Maybe she cares. Maybe she’s afraid
you’ll trash the whole world,
and her, unlucky enough to be around
when you do it.
 
Second Door: Flatterers and Mudwalkers
 
Tiny Outfit No. 2: (Flattering)
 
What hides you. What part of your hide
you’ll let show. What flaw jiggles 
against the golden stomacher. Stitch shut
that grumbling gallbladder, the calyx
of sallow kidneys.
 
Anatomical Venus, inside out, veins
a voided work in red and darker red. Stitched



reversa, Inferna. Burnt flora, lost fauna
on a cowling cape. No, not that;
 
You got to flaunt, not hide. There’s no
linen whitework in these parts, no
dowdy nodding daisies with their
sparkling dew, their happy-go-lucky florets.
 
How about a skirt, a vortex that
winds you tight? How about some free
form collars and cuffs, a crown of
Martian flares? A necklace of
Perfectos, a whiff of smoking gun?
 
Your purse a black hole, a Catherine wheel.
A firecracker is a lipstick. An oil slick
turned aura that alights. It burns you away
for something else to occupy the burned
and burning space.
 
Boyfriend: The Yes Man
 
Well what about me? Yes.
Hands to kiss. Big blind eyes
turned, Yes.
 
And at the edge of the gravity
just peeking in? (Yes.) A belt of
outer ring planets,
a bulleted list of charms: Yes.
 
Will you turn me to
bottle-glass—yes—will you buy me
a mockingbird—yes—and what
ever ask asking—yes yes
 
Will you sign my excuse yes
Will you singe my ashes yes
Will you assign yourself to me
Yes & I am Helen Yes



 
And the ships will burn Yes
and there is no No onboard
 
Burning paper frills and gin
fizz yes my whole observed history
Your whole universe am I
wait no don’t say don’t say no
 
Keyhole: Wild Rose
 
Rosa Multiflora
isn’t welcome anywhere
anymore. It eats the world,
 
A bully of a rose.
Canes break,
bushes burn.
They come back,
 
Scratching the
side of the house,
looking in windows,
nodding to signal
they see you.
 
Third Door: Customers of Fake Grace
 
Tiny Outfit No. 3 (Backwards Fermented Dress)
 
Fabric in a vinegar jar
floating with pickled stars.
Pushed down, right hand then left hand,
steeping in brine.
Blue water: silver salt: motes in night air.
 
A drunken dress, soaked in spirits.
A thing to sleepwalk in, stirring
restless things that hide on the side
of the road. A dress with a strung out hem



sewn from a contrary pattern.
An inverse skirt. The bodice,
auto-intoxicated.
 
It keeps its secrets. It’s spiffy,
an indulgence for sin. Not snitchy. Quieted
with wine and rearwards stitches.
 
Boyfriend: Pharisee
 
He who feigns stars. He who
swears darn. He who winks
at a green chalk Jesus,
 
Trolling his phone
for swingers and yiffers.
He of the rolling fibs,
of zip-ties, of the greasy ceiling fan
churning the same blurry air.
 
He of the bleached teeth,
the bleached dreams, the jet trip.
 
He of alleys and trailers
and other people’s bedrooms.
of coronas, fluorescent.
Of pinfeathers floating,
barbs lit.
 
Keyhole: Winter Pastoral

   
Crows on the crown of the ghetto palm.
Possum lapping moonbeams
from the gutter.
 
Two wolfy dogs trot
through frozen grass
at Dock Street,
where it turns to tracks.
 



From the phone lines, the starlings
test the warble and rattle
of their grammar.
 
This is sugar, and this is sugar.
The brain of a white sun.
piles of tires and wild mushrooms
under snow, stopped dead on dead wood.
 
On the banks of the Mississippi
mounds of salt and broken glass.
A train rages over the rickety rack.
 
Fourth Door: Tellers & Seekers of Fortunes
 
Tiny Outfit No. 4 (Gold)
 
Not woven, but beaten
in the blind guts of oxen.
Ingots burnished with flux.
Seams sealed with a poker
right from the crucible.
 
Hypnotic diamond:
that can be you.  
Red veins in white marble,
that can be you.  
Orphan, soldered  to
your candescent gown,
lions and guys eating
emeralds and rubies
right out of your hand.

   
Boyfriend: The Thaumaturge
 
He’s herbaceous. He’s a creeper.
A Mandrake in an algebra suit,
a pocket full of peep-stones. 
 
He thinks he’s a black angel,



but he’s just a dark green one
that looks darker after midnight,
 
A metallic singing telegram
with heavy elements
in place of vowels.
 
He tries the fake-out.
Says he bears flowers.
A bract is a flower
made from leaves
that aren’t green.
A dogwood has wood
but no flowers.
 
He says he’s The Deleter.
She says,
Bract, broken, bled.
 
Grains of gunpowder.
Itch of the firecracker
under the paper.
Red stars! Blue stars!
Saltpeter, motherfucker.
 
I see through you,
conjurer, with your
dark green magic.

  
Keyhole: Magicicada
 
This summer, all fever.
Sky sewn from army blankets.
Swimmy gold vapors
untuning church pianos.
 
Ghosts hiding in bricks.
Ghosts coating the windows.
Gold paint peeling in the heat.
 



The Great Southern Brood
sizzling in the trees,
an invisible sea
of electricity,
drops of blood
where their eyes should be.
 
Fifth Door: Scalpers & Fixers
 
Tiny Outfit No. 5 (Shifty)
 
She snatched a purse
from the girl on the corner
of This and That,
Her with gold bangles and gold bangs,
wild rose mouth puffing smoke
that turned to word bubbles
scattered with script,
Chatter as glitter floating
in the gold-lit night.
 
Clutching a bag full of scrip
and scrap of the counterfeit,
She’s a fraud monster
on her way to the party
in ripped-off lipstick,
comb tines tangled with
another girl’s hair.
 
Boyfriend: The Card Sharp

   
The fat man at the piano
will eat all your sins,
and sell you some more.
 
He plays the
Turpentine Rag,
brings the house down.
 
His serpentine dancer



opens her box of snakes,
 
coy gray sequins winking
in the dark.
 
There’s a cock-eyed Mack
at the bar. Born with the caul,
 
Scars on his cheek.
Feet in cork-heeled
St. Louis flats
with electric bulbs in the toes.
 
In his pocket, a battery and a button.
In his hand, a Mercury dime.
In his garter, a golden razor.
The silk lining of his jacket
patterned with deuces.
 
Nobody knows if the soul
he threw down next to his chips
was yours or his.
 
Keyhole: Equinox
 
Scapes spiral
from the snowy lawn.
A lynxy tomcat
cries behind a window screen.
Shivery moths
stalk the speedwell
and frost’s conceding
to chickweed.
Winter recedes,
as Peetie Wheatstraw’s
ghost strums
Santa Claus Blues
from a cold
blue star.
 



Sixth Door: Judas Kissers
 
Tiny Outfit No. 6: (Jezebel Crown)
 
Hairpin fencer, beamy chiseler.
High Roman dime store poser.
You want to be like the girl
on the poster.
 
Here’s a ring of plastic carnations
for your fretting head.
If you want to be Lucia,
maybe we can add some candles.
 
Gaudy with shadow and
green glass watches,
you’re changeable as matches.
Drop the needle on the 45
for your coronation
without the chrism.
 
Defrocked and flocked with acid snow,
bright fiery, blown over
the whole of you, head and all.
 
Boyfriend: The Goat
 
They boarded up the windows,
boarded up the door. Down came the boards by
the hands of vandals. Tore up the carpet, tore up the floor.
Walked up the staircase, it spiraled to the attic.
Out came Jesus and Mary and Joseph,
the creche and the camel, in a window, with a bottle.
Baubles from boxes, crushed into the carpet.
 
Cans in bags. Bottles in pockets. Nothing electric
in any of the sockets. Plywood for a door. She’s waiting
in the car. Make a hole, start a fire. Sniff some dust, smoke
some weed, toke your head to pieces.
 



Thirty thousand dollars. Blue collars.
No time to empty bedrooms or closets.
 
Maria Innocentia.
Of course it will get better.
 
Keyhole: Catalpa
 
The lady cigar tree
coughs up its blossoms,
fills the empty lot with
its timid perfume.
 
The lady wanders,
smoking cigars,
fuming in her weirdness.
 
White flower
with no hinge on the jaw,
 
always yawning,
a panting tongue
coated with pollen.
 
Catalpa leaf, green
valentine never dropped
in the box. No vote
for you, Lady. No conversation
on the sugar heart.
But an ellipsis. Some bullets
freed from the casing.
 
Monocot and dicot,
empty straw of the stem.
 
Seventh Door: Thieves as Snakes, Snakes as Thieves
 
Tiny Outfit No. 7: (Snaky)
 
Scales for sequins.



Argyle from the diamond
pattern of a rattler,
garters for garters.
Darned with thread snakes,
and the zipper’s a spine
of a viper who swam
through the moon’s
milky core.
 
Boyfriend: Distiller of Venoms
 
Pater Nostrum:
pal to the dyspeptic,
savior of the bilious,
 
keeps a blowtorch
in his back pocket
and a backboard
rattling with bottles.
 
His athanor
brews catarrh converters.
He says: there’s nothing
snuff can’t cure!
 
At least in the animal
body. For a spirit that’s
muggy or mangy,
(or for vertigo! or dizziness!)
 
there’s a tonic. If not a tonic, 
there’s a salve. Or even
an effervescing brain salt.
 
Some dewdrop bitters or nervine.
some beef blood and wine.
 
A horse elixir. A little
red pill.
 



Keyhole: Forest
 
Dead leaves, discarded tags for prices.
Cheap tricks played by the wind
beating up petals, slips on clotheslines.
Skybound, little book of the trash tree.
Heart-shaped catalpa leaf, describing love.
The mimosa’s ditzy pink haloes. Mercy to
the tree of heaven—we curse it—it thinks its name is fuck.
Electric pulse, some tires and shattered asphalt.
The human art of busting things up, discarding things.
A plot of wild carrot: cheap white crowns, starched doilies.
Pigweed and witchgrass, never undone. Commonest of common things.
No cryptid finds a forever home.
 
Eighth Door: Shammers & Fablers
 
Tiny Outfit No. 9 (Electric)
 
She takes a bite from each light bulb
then puts it back in the box.
 
She goes back later
and pulls out each filament
with her bare hands
and with pliers, assembles a crown.
 
Each time she has an idea
electricity snaps and surges
over her black and white curls.
 
At night, she puts her crown
on the bedside table
and dreams standing up.
 
Boyfriend: Flash Comma The
 
The Flash lives in every town.
He is in every phone book.
 



There were a lot of Flashes.
Most retired. Him too.
He keeps his red tights
in a vinyl bag
in the basement.
 
Also a headband with
thunderbolts riding
above each ear.
 
He keeps a fish tank.
All the plants are real.
And the water is green.
He needs an algae eater.
He caught the fish himself.
 
He has a plaid couch,
and plaid curtains.
 
His super speed is depleted.
He smokes a lot. He spends the
weekend in his yard,
trimming bushes, digging holes
in nothing but cutoffs and
his old green tattoos.
 
When he turns his lights off at night,
the television throws silver light
on the walls and
the shadows of spider plants
shiver against the drapes.
 
Feel free to look him up,
run your finger down the column,
but don’t call him.
Call Bilbo Baggins
or Zebo Zzzent instead.
 
Keyhole: Tune of Lilac
 



The watcher turned her face into the dark
with a werewolf’s eye for splendor,
and what was there to find?
 
High as trapped gaslight
caught in trees, high on a kind
of phosphorescence
 
(white, purple, pink)
 
A vision of
striated lives
gone unstrung. Foxholes,
teacups hung on hooks,
shampoo sets
and conversation pits.
Little lavender-colored mints
sitting in a dish
for twenty years.
Purple glass grapes
strung together with rusting wires.
 
What use do you have for your hands,
man? What use do you have for your
hands, woman? Why no more nosegays,
no more wreaths woven
from backyard flowers?
 
Why no more books of petals,
no drunken tulips
hanging after rain?
 
Fear carried close, a dried
mouse heart hidden in the chamber
of a poisoner’s ring.
 
These flowers trembled after sundown,
white lilacs visible after dark,
little boys riding bikes past curfew
and hanging from clothesline poles



in the bruisy dark, knowing
the good of their not-knowing.
 
Decades from now, as men,
they’ll notice that ticklish perfume
from yards away, like a song they can’t
remember the words to, or the way it ends.
 
Ninth Door: Counterfeits & Cointelpros
 
Tiny Outfit No. 8: (Wishbook)
 
The heart is a little catalog. Sugared oranges in goldpapered boxes, marigold and cream and 
fringy edges. Shoes and shoes and chenille slippers. Lullaby scratched on a cloudy mirror 
with a diamond stylus. A capuchin monkey peeking over the brim of a silver loving cup. A 
Permalux perfume bar. A pair of galoshes that make you invisible. Transparent velvet capelets, 
and colorfast handkerchiefs bordered with household gods. A box of small soaps that smell like 
everything you remember the year you turned 17. Christmas socks hung over the maw of the 
hearth; the soot is dark and there’s a hole, but that’s not the black hole. You trade in your you. 
Then the yawn of want never shuts up.
 
Mother Barbiturate sews herself a wallpaper dress. Father Gin-and-Tonic falls asleep at the table. 
Little brother eats pepper from the shaker. The grim mantel, where the ashes of ancestors settle. 
The ghosts swirl in the bottom of a teacup, throwing fortunes, rearranging the tea leaves.
 
Playing a banjo made of a tortoiseshell and hemp strings. Stirring the ashes in the fireplace, 
drawing hexagrams in the dust. The dust motes don’t know where to settle. One day you’ll kite 
out of this kitchen, by combusting in the firebox. Your magic door is the mailbox, a book of 
longing sleeved in brown paper.
 
Boyfriend: Pseudoparacelsus
 
The magician drank some kerosene.
The magician ate a lit match
 
struck on a gold tooth.
The taste of sulphur
and carbonized rainbows.
 
He’s an Antichristmas tree



hung with lead cameos
of all the ladies who love him,
hearts zapped,
turned to baby aspirin.
 
His stage, a night street
with its night things: the creepers
hanging from trees, a black mass
of wilted tulips. He’s a dog at dusk, led by his
skinny shadow, moping
over brownfields.
 
He’ll conjure the new year,
invoking brass dragons
with hinged mouths, burping
purple propane flames
 
that indiscriminately burn.
Grey birds falling, like
cinders
after fireworks.
 
Keyhole: Stardust in a Phrygian Key
 
Alleys are my city’s secret pockets.
I want the whole sky and all the wine in your house,
and all the wine in your neighbor’s house.
I can’t stop taking shortcuts.
I’m going to find a way to fall in love with that shattered
window fixed with masking tape.
I’m going to draw a broken line in dressmaker’s chalk
from my pink collar to my pink heart.
 
In my city the most beautiful buildings are mortuaries.
I’m going to shoot a gold arrow through the tiny white steeple of
Victory Tabernacle at the corner of Itaska and Alaska.
I’m going to play “Jesus is my Crossing Guard,”
on my jaw harp and plant chamomile in everyone’s yard
while they’re away at work.
 



My city’s chorus goes like this: for rent, for rent, for rent, for lease, for rent.
With the sidewalks still hot but the sun gone down,
I’ll chuck off my plastic sandals and roll around
in the scrubby grass, wash my mouth out with petals.
That burned-out window is a black mouth and starlings
keep blowing out of it into the nighttime.
 
In my city the Virgin is the stone goddess of lawns.
Tiny old car lots, strung with lantern-lights,
make me feel like I have tears in my eyes.
I’m walking down my marble porch steps,
flanked by geraniums and wind chimes made from spoons,
a plastic American flag
in one hand and a spinning yard daisy in the other.
 
**
Stefene Russell belongs to the kaleidoscope school of poetry as exemplified by Pablo Neruda, 
shattering and remixing images to create a startling, stained-glass window of the mind.  —Robert 
Lowes, Observable Readings
 
 
 
 
 


